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INTRODUCTION
Hi!

We're Kayla, Keagan and Ashley! We are the 3 teenage

sisters behind Kid Everest, the WORLD'S FIRST

crowdfunding platform safe for kidpreneurs. We have always

been serial entrepreneurs and love solving problems for

others. We have had several businesses such as selling slime,

fidget spinners and we and even a homemade soap business. 

"Together

we can

prove that

kids can

change the

world!"

-KID EVERESTKid Everest started as a school project. In 5th and 6th

grade, we were asked to come up with an idea that

would change the world. We knew that this was our

chance to help entrepreneurs everywhere! We drafted

the Kid Everest concept that day! 

We want every budding and veteran young

entrepreneur to have a safe place to gain investment

opportunities. 

We believe that every child deserves a chance to start

a business. We developed Kid Everest as a safe place

for children through age 18 to create campaigns geared

toward getting investment opportunities.
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STARTING A CAMPAIGN
Here at Kid Everest we want everything to be as easy and simple for anyone to get started. Starting

a business is hard enough, without adding the learning curve of creating a Kid Everest campaign.

So we decided to create a step-by-step guide to the creation of a campaign. So let's get started!
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STEP 1
CLICK "START A CAMPAIGN"

CLICKCLICKCLICK
HERE!HERE!HERE!



STEP 3 
FILL IN FIRST AND LAST NAME, EMAIL, & PASSWORD

FILLFILLFILL
IN!IN!IN!

STEP 2
CLICK "REGISTER FOR ACCESS"
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CLICK!CLICK!CLICK!



STEP 5
FILL IN PROJECT PROMPTS
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This is your project draft screen. You will be entering your project information on this page and it is

important that you do your best to describe your project in as much detail as possible. These

project prompts will walk you through each item that will need to be included in your campaign.

This will include the title for your campaign, photos, videos (optional), as well as a description of

your campaign, who you are and why it is important. You will also fill in rewards levels and give 

 investors a chance to see what they will receive when they donate.

Be as descriptive as possible.
Ask for a realistic funding goal.
Pick a fair timeline.
Introduce yourself and your business.
Use pictures to illustrate your business and
what you are trying to accomplish.
Explain why your business is important.
Detail why investors should invest in you?
Describe why you are the best person for
this business.
Explain rewards and what investors will
receive.
Celebrate your wins! You are AMAZING!

TIPS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.



INtroduce yourself & your
business
What is your campaign about? 
Why is it important? 
Why should others invest in you? 
How much money do you need?
what will the money go to?
what will happen if you receive
these funds?
Will there be rewards for your
investors? 
What will investors receive?

TEll your story here! 

How much do you want to raise?

in 3 words, what is
your campaign

about?

What is the name of your campaign?

What is your timeframe?

add a you tube video (optional)



ADDADDADD
LOTS OFLOTS OFLOTS OF

PICTURES!PICTURES!PICTURES!
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ADDADDADD
ANY FAQSANY FAQSANY FAQS



Enter number of reward levels
Give each reward level a title
desrcibe each reward level
enter level limits if you have
a limited number to be sold

Rewards are specific to each campaign. There are 3 kinds of rewards; physical, digital, and

motivational. 

Physical rewards are rewards that some business owners will offer to investors after they donate a

certain amount of money. For example, "For a donation of $10, an investor would receive a

sticker. For $25, they will receive a t-shirt." 

Digital rewards are rewards that a business can offer that are given digitally. For example, "For

$10, the investor will receive a digital version of chapter one." Or, "For $20, the investor will

receive a digital copy of the book."

Motivational rewards are rewards in which the investor does not receive something of monetary

value, but does receive recognition for they donation. For example, "For a $10 donation, the

investor will receive a shoutout on the company's social media profiles." Or, "For $25, you are

giving 2 subscription boxes to children in need."

Choosing reward levels are entirely up to you. Don't forget to add a "Donate Any Amount," for

investors that would like to choose how much they want to donate. For this level, choose a price of

$1.00

3 TYPES OF REWARDS
PHYSICAL, DIGITAL, MOTIVATIONAL

PHYSICAL

DIGITAL

MOTIVATIONAL



CLICK!CLICK!CLICK!

STEP 6
CLICK "SUBMIT FOR REVIEW"
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Celebrate! You have officially submitted your first project! Our team will look things over and

reach out to you shortly! We will let you know when your campaign has launched or with specific

details that may need to be added in order to launch your campaign. Either way, reach and pat

yourself on the back, because you have taken the first major step in getting your funding for your

entrepreneurial journey! We are so proud of you!

Celebrate!

CONGRATULATIONS! 
YOU'RE DONE!
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